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A Graduate Student’s Journey
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Science Library’s Fall into Research Series 
▪ Fall semester graduate open houses come at a time when 
graduate students are overwhelmed by information
▪ Graduate students are the least satisfied of patron groups from 
our local LibQUAL data
▪ An attempt to reach graduate students early in their programs
▪ Idea from a conference session @ Georgia International 
Conference on Information Literacy!
▪ Low stakes way to reach out to graduate students
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Major findings about our STEM Grad Student needs
1. Help with career planning and setting goals
2. Managing advisor/mentor-mentee relationships
3. How to balance life and a demanding graduate 
program
4. Help with efficiently conducting research 
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Translating Needs into 
Programs
Sample Programming for the OG Fall into Research




The Make or Break Hypothesis - Dr. William 








But the most important question: What did our 
graduate students think?
“The snacks were a pleasant surprise and the topics were 
varied and relevant.”
“The Endnote session today was extremely helpful.”
“Thank you so much for your thoughtful preparation and 
organization. The workshop is really helpful! Thank you for 
doing this for all of us!”
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Student Suggestions
▪ Writing in the Sciences needs to be its own series
▪ Managing mentor/advisor relationships as a grad student 
(everything from facilitating communication, to 
recognizing and responding to abusive behavior)
▪ Implicit bias in research
▪ Impact of Social Media in Academia (i.e LinkedIn, 




▪ Figure out each other’s strengths and leverage campus 
partners
▪ Ask students to register for workshops  (LibCal helps a 
lot with this!)
▪ Advertise! Use a mix of paper flyers and listservs
▪ Make the programming specific 
▪ It’s the little things that can go a long way
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Thank you! 
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